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About This Content

The six-seat, high performance, PA-32R is one of Piper’s most popular single engine aircraft, brought to FSX: Steam Edition by
well-known developer Carenado.

The design began life as the Piper Lance, a retractable gear version of the Piper Cherokee Six; later models are known as
Saratogas. A number of PA-32R variants were built between 1975 and 2009, including the PA-32R-301, built in the early 1980s
and reverting to a standard tail design. Designated as the Satatoga SP, the aircraft has a maximum speed of 190mph (306 km/h)

and a cruise speed of 160mph (258 km/h).

The Piper PA-32R-301 Saratoga SP includes three paint schemes and one blank scheme, with two-blade and three-blade
propeller versions. The model is extensively detailed, including window reflections, 3D pilot figure, real propeller effects and

interactive virtual cockpit.

The aircraft has also been modelled with extensive animations, including ailerons, elevators, rudder, flaps, trim tab, rotating
wheels, operating doors, animated sun visors and vibrating radio antenna.

High quality digital stereo sounds recorded from the actual aircraft are included, alongside realistic aircraft performance based
on real aircraft information and pilot observations.
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Its very rare that i leave a review but this airplane needed one! it is one of the best planes i have ever purchased for FSX SE. As
a real world pilot and owner of this aircraft i can say its level of detail and flight dynamics are incredible and it has absolutely no
effect on FPS!

10\/10 would recommend to anyone who wants an awesome single engine GA plane!!. Watch your instrument panel when
making an approach through fog to Martha's Vineyard.. fun flying aircraft, wish it came with a POH though, I don't know the
optimal cruise speed or altitude, also takeoff and landing distances. And still trying to learn how to couple the auto pilot with the
GPS.. I don't know if it can.... But all of these questions could be easily answered with a POH. For the price the fact that it
doesn't come with a POH makes it a not so great buy. Other then that its a great plane.. I'm a bit dubious about Dovetails
attention to detail on this one. There's no such airplane as a 32R-201, this is a 301 (as correctly given on Carenados website).
OK, no biggy, they just got the name wrong but I really think FSX users like a certain attention to detail and this doesn't bode
well (OK, they've fixed it now).

As for the aircraft, it's a nice carenado model, but not one of the newer HD ones. I've no idea why we are being pushed old
models on Steam when there are so many great newer ones available. Perhaps the margins are better for Dovetail and I don't
mind them making a profit, especially when bringing FSX to a new audience, it's just that I'd be happier paying a couple of
pounds more for the very best add-ons rather than ones several years old.

For anyone new to FSX then I can tell you that the payware aircraft can be absolutely fabulous. I know it can seem a bit much to
buy FSX in a sale at \u00a35 then spend another \u00a315 on one aircraft, but they can be so much better than the stock
aircraft. As for this one, I'll give it a cautious thumbs up. I really couldn't be negative about a carenado model as they are so well
done, it's just a pity that Dovetail aren't pushing the best of their work on steam.. If you are fed up with intentionaly bad
textured planes and not working knobs then this can be your last financial effort to finally enjoy the money you have already
spent in this BAD DOVETAIL steam adaptation of FSX.
I also would like to warn you that some of the 23 euros download contents, despite the price, have also not working systems due
to POOR EFFORT FROM DOVETAIL to have them working (or strong efforts to deteriorate everything in FSX). For example
this is the case for the radio and Nav knobs of the 23 euros pilatus PC-9A: you cannot change the frequency! Jjust a shame.
My conclusions are the following; Thumb up for the old flight simulator, thumb up for Piper -32R-301 Saratoga Add-on and
DEFINITIVELY THUMB DOWN FOR DOVETAIL, the purpose of which is to make maximun money with minimum efforts
from oldies and without even being able to do that correctely. Run AWAY if you see DOVETAIL!. This is a perfect starter
aircraft for FsPassengers 2015 if doing career mode as it carries 5 passengers and the default cargo profile lists them as business
class.

My one complaint is that the yoke tends to spaz out, same with the alerions, when using my CH Flight Yoke. No effect on
performance just looks like a visual rendering bug.. I'm no pilot and I can't say anything about how close the FSX replication is
to the real thing, but still: A well-known YouTuber once said "I'm loving this plane to death" about this aircraft, and really, I
couldn't have said it any better.

There is no single thing about this plane where I thought, this needs to be better. It is absolutely amazing in every single way an
FSX plane can be. It looks wonderful, inside and out, day and night. It sounds wonderful, you can tell it has power under hood as
soon as the engine engages. And most importantly, it flies wonderful. Some more liveries would have been nice maybe. The
ones you get (five if I remember correctly, ranging from oldschool to modern) are very pleasing though.

One thing I noticed though, when the autopilot is active and only ALT hold active, the yoke moves rather sluggishly when you
turn left and right, but I'm fairly confident that's just me doing something wrong.

So, do I recommend it? That's a joke, right? Yes, yes, and apart from that... YES! Of course I am!
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Love the aeroplane and the way it flies. How do i change the coler scheme?????. Carenado, another great product in a line of
great products!. I have found this aircraft to be slightly more fun to fly than the other 2 caernardo releases on SE. The Saratoga
cockpit could do with a bumb on the hexagon cound and in some areas you can see where they have simply placed a .png file for
a large area. Overall however the aircraft is definatly worth buying at \u00a312.72 ( current price ). This airplane is not good. It
glitches on the ground,and the graphics in the cockpit are not good. Wanna know how bad the graphics are in the cockpit? The
ignition key isnt even 3D,its flat! The airplane taxi's very well but controls horribly. Please trust me,don't buy this.. Besides
being an older Carendeo product this is an amazing aircraft.Its great if you love general aviation.

The aircraft its self is made by Piper.Piper is a top producer in General Aviation with other famous aircraft such as the
PA-36,PA-28(i have flew) and Piper Seneca.They compete with top companys such as Cessna,Cirrus and even Air tractor.

Carendeo alongside Arabeo and A2A simulations produce the finest general aviation aircraft for both xplane and FSX.This
plane is great for 18 GBP.It features a stunning flight model and VC with beatiful passenger views.The plane has tons of moving
parts and features such as a sun visors and wing string (sounds very cool to say) however it doesent have rain effects on the glass
and no window wipers.This is good if you need a general aviation aircraft.Great for short haul as i flew uk2000 Newcastle upon
Tyne to Belfast,infact it is even great for medium haul as i done Newcastle to Kastelorzio (steam scenery).Its a very simple
aircraft that i higly recommend.I might try long haul DublinX to New Jersey.

8\/10-Product
10\/10-Creator
8\/10-Aircraft. Son of a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665! This plane is such\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 and I
can't follow the power settings. The Cessna C206H I pirated once was easier to understand than this piece
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I've been trying to fly 4 passengers 172 miles from Naha AFB, and I can't even get
to 10,000 feet. I can't get the manifold pressure or the prop pitch right, nor can I get the mixture or the RPMs set right either.
It's at about 78 kts with a high nose up pitch, damn near stalling. Can someone explain
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to me?
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